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The Trojan Horse  

Introduction 

A conspiracy is a secret plan by a group to do something unlawful or harmful. It is the action 

of plotting or conspiring.  

“Conspiracy –cies. 1. the act of conspiring 2. a combination of persons for an evil or unlawful 

purpose; plot. [CONSPIR (E) + -ACY] – conspirator, n. – conspiratress,  n.  fem.” 

The Hebrew word for conspiracy is ר שֶׁ - qesher, which means to make an (unlawful) alliance קֶֶׁ֫

- confederacy, conspiracy or treason. The Jews are no strangers to being accused of plotting 

conspiracies. Throughout their history they have been accused of conspiring to take over the 

world. Pharaoh was the first, fearing that Yisrael would swallow Egyptian life and culture as 

their population grew. In modern times, the fabricated Protocols of the Elders of Zion gave 

much fuel to the fire of antisemitism as it raged across Europe during WWII.  

During medieval times, the Jew underwent the threat of a pogrom every Passover, as the 

Christian communities accused them of kidnapping their children for supposed blood rituals.  

Today, conspiracies, are big business. A conspiracy equals intrigue and intrigue equals money. 

Since Jack the Ripper tore through London in 1888, there have been thousand of books and 

hundreds of movies, tv series, documentaries and memorabilia based on the Whitechapel 

murders. JFK’s murder has also spawned an entire industry. When someone divulges a 

conspiracy, it is a revelation that causes the occupant to rethink a subject. Probably one of 

the most famous conspiracy theory proponents is Alex Jones, who has his own show called 

Infowars.  As of May 2017, it was estimated that Jone’s net worth was $10 million. 

Don’t Be All Consumed by the Intrigue of Conspiracies 

Talk of conspiracies seem to dog the messianic movement. The Jews aren’t really Jews, the 

Messiah was black, the earth is flat, the Illuminati are taking over the world with the New 

World Order, vaccinations are poisoning our children, The microchip is the Mark of the Beast, 

there is a secret planet called Nibiru (Planet X), 9/11 was an inside job, and there is a secret 

humanoid reptilian elite to name a few. I’m not saying there is no truth in any of these things 

(as outlandish as some of them may sound), but I’m saying while we keep being swept around 

by intrigue, we miss another day of studying Torah, praying, and doing mitzvot, the three core 

activities that hasten Moshiach’s return.  

Who cares how much you know about global affairs and prophecy, if another day goes by 

where you don’t keep the Shabbat or bless the water that you drink or the food you eat, or 

pray in the morning, afternoon and evening.  

Are we a set apart people or are we just like the rest of the population, who scaremonger 

after a school shooting or murmur about a weather control conspiracy after another natural 

disaster? “Do not call conspiracy all that this people calls conspiracy; do not fear what they 

fear, and do not dread it.” (Isaiah 8:12)  
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Rebbe Yahshua didn’t pave the way for our salvation with his blood for you to join a group 

that spreads awareness on global warming. “Do not learn the ways of the nations or be 

terrified by signs in the heavens, though the nations are terrified by them.” (Jeremiah 10:2)  

Rebbe Yahshua didn’t get hit by soldiers whilst blindfolded for you to bring his message to 

false religious systems or onto the halls of parliament.  “Do not give dogs what is holy; do 

not throw your pearls before swine. If you do, they may trample them under their feet, and 

then turn and tear you to pieces.” (Matthew 7:6) 

Rebbe Yahshua didn’t have his beard pulled of his checks and chin for you to stand outside a 

family planning clinic protesting abortion. “Do not speak to fools, for they will scorn your 

prudent words.” (Proverbs 23:9) No-one ever came out of a sexpo exhibition into a waiting 

crowed of screaming Christians waving banners and said, ‘Right you guys are, where do I sign 

up?’ No, it just made these people hate religion even more.  

Rebbe Yahshua didn’t get scourged with a cat of nine tails 39 times for you to go into a 

pyramid scheme selling end time food products. “No one serving as a soldier gets entangled 

in civilian affairs, but rather tries to please his commanding officer.” (2 Timothy 2:4)  

Rebbe Yahshua didn’t drag a crossbeam 596 metres of 900metre distance to the place of his 

execution for you to go into the mountains and build an underground fortress to survive the 

tribulation. “Every valley shall be raised up, every mountain and hill made low; the rough 

ground shall become level, the rugged places a plain.” (Isaiah 40:4) We don’t withdraw from 

society, we stay, and we sift. “My prayer is not that you take them out of the world but that 

you protect them from the evil one.” (John 17:15) 

Rebbe Yahshua wasn’t impaled and hung on a living tree for six hours before dying so you can 

use His father’s Word as a seasoner.  

Righteousness Combats the Works of Evil  
 

Our Messiah taught us to obey his Father’s commandments ("If you love me, keep my 

commands.” (John 14:15), to study them to show ourselves approved (2 Timothy 2:15). We 

must come to them childlike, not like bloated academics, expecting to get our intellects tickled 

on every paragraph. “Truly I tell you, if anyone does not receive the kingdom of Elohim like 

a little child, he will never enter it.” (Luke 18:17) 

I’m tired of seeing people shake when they look at the seals on the American one-dollar bill, 

instead of shaking when they read the Torah.  

Our job is to go out and sift lost Yisrael from the nations like our Rebbe, who said, “I was sent 

only to the lost sheep of Israel.” (Matthew 15:24)  

“Therefore, go and make talmidim (students) of all nations, immersing them in the name of 

the Father and of the Son and of the Ruach HaKodesh.” (Matthew 28:19) 

If Yahweh wanted to, He could drive out every nation, no matter how powerful they, or their 

conspiracy is, within an afternoon and leave entire cities emptied of its inhabitants, but with 

running water, gas and electricity all intact.   
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“Why do the heathen rage, and the people imagine a vain thing? The kings of the earth set 
themselves, and the rulers conspire together, against Yahweh, and against his anointed, 
saying, Let us break their bands asunder, and cast away their cords from us. He that sits in 
the heavens shall laugh: Yahweh shall have them in derision. Then shall he speak unto them 
in his wrath, and vex them in his sore displeasure. Yet have I set my king upon my holy hill 
of Zion. I will declare the decree: Yahweh hath said unto me, You are my Son; this day have 
I begotten thee. Ask of me, and I shall give thee the heathen for thine inheritance, and the 
uttermost parts of the earth for thy possession. Thou shalt break them with a rod of iron; 
thou shalt dash them in pieces like a potter's vessel. Be wise now therefore, O ye kings: be 
instructed, ye judges of the earth. Serve Yahweh with fear, and rejoice with trembling. Kiss 
the Son, lest he be angry, and you perish from the way, when his wrath is kindled but a 
little. Blessed are all they that put their trust in him.” (Psalm 2:1-12) 

People get sidetracked by conspiracies because they have yet to discover the true beauty and 
depth of the Scriptures. I know this, because I was someone who followed Ufology, bigfoot, 
cryptozoology and global conspiracies for many years. After coming into the understanding 
of Torah, I began to show less interest in these other matters, because I found Torah 
fascinating enough. 

Conspiracies are Real   

Having said this, we must bear in mind that conspiracies are very real. They are rife 

throughout the Bible and throughout history.  “And Yahweh said to me, ‘A conspiracy has 

been found among the men of Judah and among the inhabitants of Jerusalem. They have 

turned back to the iniquities of their forefathers who refused to hear My words…’” 

(Jeremiah 11:9-10a)  

Lavan conspired to keep Ya’akov hostage, in an attempt at using his blessings to enrich his 

own estate and prestige. Pharaoh conspired to have the coming deliverer (Moshe) killed by 

drowning all the male Yisraelites. Yoseph’s brothers conspired to have him killed and tell their 

father he was devoured by a wild animal. David conspired to have Beth Sheva’s husband 

(Uriah) killed in battle. Herod conspired to have Moshiach killed at birth. Haman conspired to 

wipe out the Jews. Yahudah conspired with the Sadducees to have Yahshua captured and 

killed. Sha’ul was conspired against by over forty of his peers who wanted to kill him. “…some 

Jews formed a conspiracy and bound themselves with an oath not to eat or drink until they 

had killed Sha’ul.” (Acts 23:12) 

HaSatan himself still conspires to overthrow heaven and lead mankind astray.  

The issue is not in whether there is a conspiracy, it’s how we confront them. Where a 

conspiracy endangers the wellbeing of a person or people, we do whatever we can to protect 

all innocent parties. But, generally, larger, more complex and long-term conspiracies are 

certainly not dealt with by endless debate over them and producing countless books and 

lectures describing them. A person’s best defence against a conspiracy is too imitate 

Moshiach, not by bedazzling and scaring people with a foreknowledge of a coming doom.   
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Everyone knows this current world is fading away. Even a child can sense that the curtain is 

about to close on this sorry world. Technically speaking the world isn’t even sorry, if it were 

sorry that’d be a start.  

How do we know this? Its woven into our DNA. But not only that. Yahshua said that he is going 

to destroy this current world. The fire that is to come is from Yahshua. “I have come to bring 

fire on the earth, and how I wish it were already kindled!” (Luke 12:49) Objection: But Jason, 

He’s talking about the fire of Torah, not actual fire! Answer: Yes, he is! You’re right, but guess 

what? What? When that Torah comes, and it’s rejected, it becomes raging fire that 

incinerates, consumes and immolates its rejecters. “…for our "Elohim is a consuming fire." 

(Hebrews 12:29) 

The Greatest Conspiracy in the History of Mankind 

Perhaps no other conspiracy on earth is greater than the conspiracy to subvert, diminish, 

downplay, dilute, misdirect, or replace the true Message of the Coming Kingdom.  

The world went berserk at the release of Dan Brown’s Da Vinci Code that spoke of a mystical 

bloodline and David Icke has made millions from books telling us of a reptilian bloodline.  

 This is a all a smoke screen to divert the world away from the Abrahamic Bloodline. “I will 
make of you a great nation, and I will bless you, and make your name great; and you shall 
be a blessing:  And I will bless them that bless you, and curse him that curses you: and in 
you shall all families of the earth be blessed.” (Genesis 12:2, 3) 
 
This is the secret that the Church has tried to keep hidden since its inception.  This was done 
by carefully redefining words, misapplying Scripture and stealing covenant through a 
theological vehicle called “Replacement Theology.” 
 
“Replacement Theology,” is the heretical teaching that Yahweh, Who cannot lie and Who never 
changes, has arbitrarily cancelled the “everlasting covenants” that He made with Avraham, Yitzhak, 
and Ya’akov, and with “their descendants forever,” and has transferred those promises to the 
“Church.” The promise in Scripture concerning the blessing and restoration of the Commonwealth of 
Israel are "spiritualized" or “allegorized” into promises and blessing for the Church. 

 
Not long after Sha’ul’s ministry ended, wolves began to seep into the early Netzarim. He 

predicted the very situation. “Watch out for yourselves and for all the flock of which the 

Holy Spirit has made you overseers, to shepherd the congregation of Elohim that he 

obtained with the blood of his own Son. I know that after I am gone fierce wolves will come 

in among you, not sparing the flock. Even from among your own group men will arise, 

teaching perversions of the truth to draw the disciples away after them.” (Acts 20:28-30) 

Many converts to the Jewish sect that showed promise, ended up becoming beguiled by 

Shimon the Magician’s variation of the original faith. Shimon was originally a Samaritan 

convert himself. Ignatius of Antioch, was, perhaps the most prominent turncoat, starting out 

as someone having been appointed by Sha’ul, and later doing arguably the most damage to 

the original faith that has caused problems to this day.  
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“There is a conspiracy of her prophets in the midst thereof, like a roaring lion ravening the 

prey; they have devoured souls; they have taken the treasure and precious things…(Ezekiel 

22:25)” 

 

There is a very famous story about the Greek siege of the city of Troy.  After ten years of 
unsuccessfully besieging the city of Troy, the Greeks decided to try a different approach.  
 
The Trojan Horse was a huge, hollow, wooden horse constructed by the Greeks to gain 
entrance into the city of Troy during the Trojan War in the 12th Century BCE.  
 

Despite warnings, the Trojan Horse was taken inside the city gates by Trojans who did not 
realise that the Greek soldiers were cleverly hidden inside.  
 

That night, after the Trojans celebrated their ‘hallow’ victory, a raiding party of armed warriors 
snuck out of the belly of the wooden horse, opened the city gates to their comrades and 
succeeded in conquering Troy. This legendary conflict stirred the imagination of the ancient 
Greeks more than any other event in history, and was celebrated in Book II of the Aeneid and 
The Odyssey of Homer.  
 

Up until 2001, the Trojan War was viewed by many scholars and historians as a fable, but 
geological evidence, based on land and coastal formations corroborated the accounts of the 
battle in the Iliad. Furthermore, Hittite and Egyptian records that date back to the time of the 
war also support the account.  
 

Prophecies in both the TaNaK and the Netzarim Ketuvim warn of a conspiracy among false 
prophets who, under the direction of HaSatan, The El of the world and the father of lies 
(Corinthians 4:4, John 8:44), schemed to hijack and purposely mistranslate the words of the 
Shluchim (Apostles).  
 

“How can you say, ‘we have Chochmah (wisdom), for we have the Torah of Yahweh,’ when 
actually the lying pen of the scribes have handled it falsely? (Jeremiah 8:8)”  
 

The crowning achievement of all the world’s great literary forgeries is the replacement of the 
name of the Son of Yahweh, Yahshua (“Yah is my salvation”) with the name H’soos (a.k.a. Jes-
s). 
 

How did this happen, when names normally keep their form across languages?  
 

The name Yahshua was not and is not an uncommon name among Jews. Joshua BenNun, 
Moshe’s disciple, also had the same name, having it expanded from Hoshea עַ   ,(Salvation) הֹושֵׁ
to “Yah is my salvation” – Yahshua or Yahushua.  
 

The meaning of the word H’soos in Hebrew is “The Horse.” (Strong’s Heb#5483 ‘horse’). How 
does such a wonderful Hebrew name get changed to the Hebrew word for horse? No other 
individual in Scripture is subjected to this degree of insult by translators.  
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The problem starting with the Greek language. The Name evolved from Hebrew, to Greek, 
then into Latin and finally English. Along the way it picked up an attribute not common to any 
of the first three languages – the letter “J.”  
 
The letter “J” is a variant of the letter “I” in the Latin alphabet (though there is no “J” in Latin 
as in Hebrew). It did not come into circulation until some time later. It came about by 
pronouncing the “Y” and “I” sound in words by placing the tip of the tongue to the roof of the 
mouth (similar to pronouncing a “G” as in “Jee”).  
 

A distinctive usage of the letter “J” emerged in Middle High German. Gian Giorgio Trissino 
(1478–1550) was the first to explicitly distinguish “I” and “J” as representing separate sounds, 
in his epistle about letters recently added in the Italian language of 1524.  
 

Translator of the New English Translation of the Bible, William Tyndale, introduced the already 
wayward translation of ‘Iesus’ as ‘Jesus’ in 1525 (Webster’s New Collegiate Dictionary p. 
1232). Even the 1611 King James Bible retains the ‘I’ or ‘Y’ sound in it’s translation, being 
printed sometime after.  The is no letter “J” in the 1611 King James Bible.  
 
“The form of J was unknown in any alphabet until the 14th century.  Either symbol (J,I) used 
initially generally had the consonantal sound of Y as in year.  Gradually, the two symbols (J,I) 
were differentiated, the J usually acquiring consonantal force and thus becoming regarded as 
a consonant, and I becoming a vowel.  It was not until 1630 that the differential became 
general in England.” (The Encylopedia Americana) 
 
HaSatan knows that the power of life and death are in the tongue according to Proverbs 18:21, 
so it comes to no surprise that we find key Scriptural words and names distorted, diluted, 
morphed and outright changed, all for the purpose of distorting communication between man 
and His Creator.  
 

If one cannot communicate, one cannot cry out for help, at least not in a way that 
distinguishes his call as a call for help, or at the very least robs him of employing every 
available utterance to define the exact nature of his distress. 
 

“Everyone who calls on the name of Yahweh will be saved. (Romans 10:13)” quoting Joel (or 
rather Yoel) 2:32. 
 
“Yahshua is ‘the stone you builders rejected, which has become the cornerstone.’ Salvation 
is found in no one else, for there is no other name under heaven given to mankind by which 
we must be saved."(Acts 4:11-12)”  
 

In Latin ‘sus’ means ‘pig’ or ‘swine.’ 
 

SWINE [ME fr.OE swin; akin to OHG swin swine LATIN -SUS--more at SOW] 
 

The domestic pig (Sus scrofa domesticus or Sus domesticus). 
 
“et SUS qui cum ungulam dividat non ruminat (LV) (Leviticus 11:7)” 
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Translated as “And the SWINE…he is unclean to you.”(KJV) 
“Omnis lingua confiteatur quia Dominus IE-SUS” (LV) (Philippians 2:11)” 

Translated as “…every tongue shall confess that IE-SUS (Jesus) – the Swine is Adonai”  
 

In Greek ‘Iesus’ means ‘Hail Zeus.’ 
 
“It is known that the Greek name endings with sus, seus, and sous were attached by the 
Greeks to names and geographical areas as means to give honour to their supreme deity, 
Zeus.“ - Dictionary of Christian Lore and Legend Professor J. C. J. Metford  
 

And in Hebrew ‘H’soos’ means ‘The Horse’ 
 

In Judaism, the horse is perceived as being inherently strong but the strength is not couple 
with reason and therefore has to be guided or even forced into correct behaviour. This latter 
fact is underlined in the Netzarim Ketuvim too. Ultimately the horse is viewed as completely 
inadequate: the Jews were forbidden from multiplying them and the believer is urged to trust 
in the Yahweh instead (Isaiah 30:16, 31:1,3). In fact Isaiah later castigated the Jews for reliance 
upon horses rather than Elohim. In fact he also underlines the fault of the horse; it does not 
have a spirit. We therefore see the horse as a reservoir of strength that is only as good as the 
rider upon it. 
 
The Truth is that every time someone invokes the name Jesus they invoke idolatry, 
uncleanness and war.  
 

The horse is often interpreted as a symbol of war. 

Unger’s Bible Dictionary states on page 500: “Horse, figurative. On account of the strength of 

the horse, he has become, the symbol of war (Deuteronomy 32:13, Psalm 66:12, Zech 6:2-7; 

9:10, 10:3) and conquest…The war horse rushing into battle is figurative of the impetuosity 

of the wicked in sin (Jeremiah 8:6).”  

 “The Horse (h’soos/Jesus) is a vain hope for safety (Psalm 33:17)” 

A curious discovery was made in 1857. 
 

It is of the Alexamenos graffito (also known as the graffito blasfemo, an inscription carved in 

plaster on a wall near Palatine Hill in Rome, now in the Palatine Antiquarium Museum. It is 

alleged to be among the earliest known pictorial representations of the Crucifixion of Jes-s.  

 

The graffiti reads, “Alexamenos worships [his] Elohim” It depicts Jesus with the head of a 

donkey or horse. The image is believed to have been inscribed somewhere between the 1st 

to 3rd Century. The image mocks Alexamenos, an ancient Christian and the Messiah executed 

in caricature.  
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A Trojan horse, or Trojan, in computing is a generally non-self-replicating type of malware 

program containing a malicious code that, when executed, carries out actions determined by 

the nature of the Trojan, typically causing loss or theft of data, and possible system harm. 

By the Second Century after Messiah ascended, pagan heresies, rituals and doctrines, as Rabbi 

Sha’ul also warned about in his letter to the Galatians, began to make inroads into the True 

Faith and weaken the Full Messianic Message of the Kingdom. 

"I am astonished that you are so quickly deserting the one who called you by the grace of 

Messiah and are turning to a different message which is really no message at all. Evidently 

some people are throwing you into confusion and are trying to pervert the Full Messianic 

Message of Messiah YahShua. But even if we or an angel from Heaven should preach a 

message other and the one we preached to you, let him be eternally condemned!" 

(Galatians 1:6-8) 

Little by little, at first in stealth and silence, and then more openly as it increased in strength 

and gained control of the minds of men, "the mystery of iniquity" (2 Thessalonians 2:7) 

carried forward its deceptive and blasphemous work. 

"Do not learn the way of the Heathen (Jeremiah 10:2)” 

“For certain men whose condemnation was written about
 
long ago have secretly slipped in 

among you. They are godless men, who change the grace of our Yahweh into a license for 

immorality and deny Messiah YahShua our only Sovereign and King. Though you already 

know all this, I want to remind you that Yahweh
 
delivered his people out of Egypt, but later 

destroyed those who did not believe. And the angels who did not keep their positions of 

authority but abandoned their first estate—these He has kept in darkness, bound with 

everlasting chains for judgment on the great Day. (Jude 1:4-6)” 

Most of mankind today has accepted the Trojan Horse, hook line and sinker. 
 


